
Comparison of Radial Basis Function InterpolantsRobert SchabackAbstractThis paper compares radial basis function interpolants on di�er-ent spaces. The spaces are generated by other radial basis functions,and comparison is done via an explicit representation of the norm ofthe error functional. The results pose some new questions for furtherresearch. x1. IntroductionWe consider interpolation of real-valued functions f de�ned on a set
 � IRd; d � 1. These functions are evaluated on a set X := fx1; : : : ; xNXg ofNX � 1 pairwise distinct points x1; : : : ; xNX in 
. If N � 2; d � 2 and 
 �IRd are given with 
 containing at least an interior point, it is well known thatthere is no N-dimensional space of continuous functions on 
 that contains aunique interpolant for every f and every set X = fx1; : : : ; xNXg � 
 � IRdconsisting of N = NX data points.Thus the family of interpolants must necessarily depend on X. This caneasily be achieved by using translates �(x � xj) of a single continuous real-valued function � de�ned on IRd, and further simpli�cation is obtained byletting � be radially symmetric, i.e.:�(x) := �(kxk2) (1)with a continuous real-valued function � on IR�0 and the L2 norm k � k2.Interpolants sf to f can then be constructed via the representationsf (x) = NXXj=1�j�(x � xj); (2)Multivariate Approximation and WaveletsK. Jetter and F.I. Utreras (eds.)Copyright, World Scienti�c, Singapore, 1992, 1{ 12.ISBN x-yy-zzzzz-w: All rights of reproduction in any form reserved.



2 Robert Schabackwhere the coe�cients �1; : : : ; �NX 2 IR solve the linear systemf(xk) = NXXj=1�j�(xk � xj); 1 � k � NX ;provided that the symmetric NX �NX matrixA�;X :=0B@ �(x1 � x1) : : : �(x1 � xNX )... . . . ...�(xNX � x1) : : : �(xNX � xNX )1CAis nonsingular. This is the simplest form of radial basis function interpolation,but for a variety of choices of � it is necessary to add polynomials to theinterpolant (2).So let P dq denote the space of d-variate polynomials of order not exceedingq, and let the polynomials p1; : : : ; pQ be a basis of P dq in IRd. The Q additionaldegrees of freedom of the extended representationsf (x) = NXXj=1�j�(x � xj) + QX̀=1�`p`(x) (3)are compensated by the Q additional equationsNXXj=1�jp`(xj ) = 0; 1 � ` � Q: (4)With the matrix PTX := 0B@ p1(x1) : : : p1(xNX )... . . . ...pQ(x1) : : : pQ(xNX )1CA :we can write the interpolation conditionsf(xk) = NXXj=1�j�(xk � xj) + QX̀=1�`p`(xk); 1 � k � NXtogether with (4) as a linear system�A�;X PXPTX 0 ���� � = � fX0 � ; (5)where the data from f form a vector fX := (f(x1); : : : ; f(xNX ))T . Solvabilityof this system depends on two conditions. First, the matrix A�;X should benonsingular on the vectors � satisfying (4). Second, polynomials in P dq shouldbe uniquely determined by their values on X, i.e.:If p 2 P dq satis�es p(xi) = 0 for all xi 2 X then p = 0: (6)The discussion of the �rst condition is simpli�ed if nonsingularity is replacedby positive de�niteness:



Radial Basis Functions 3De�nition 1. A function � : IRd ! IR with �(�x) = �(x) is conditionallypositive de�nite of order q on IRd, if for all sets X = fx1; : : : ; xNXg � IRdwith NX distinct points and all vectors � := (�1; : : : ; �NX ) 2 IRNX with (4)the quadratic form NXXj;k=1�j�k�(xj � xk)attains nonnegative values and vanishes only if � = 0.In a fundamental paper C.A. Micchelli [14] related the conditional pos-itive de�niteness of functions � of the form (1) to complete monotonicityof derivatives of �, and this technique allows to prove conditional positivede�niteness for a variety of radial basis functions. We list a few examples:Multiquadrics �(r) = (c2 + r2)�=2 for � 2 IR>�d n 2ZZ and 2q > � [8],Thin-plate splines �(r) = r� for � 2 IR>0 n 2ZZ and 2q > � [3, 4, 5],Thin-plate splines �(r) = (�1)�=2+1r� log r for � 2 2IN, 2q > � [3, 4, 5],Gaussians �(r) = e��r2 for � > 0 and q � 0.Our main purpose here is to study the error f(x) � sf (x) of di�erentradial basis function interpolants on di�erent spaces. Curiously enough, eachconditionally positive de�nite function � does not only de�ne an interpolationmethod, but also de�nes an inner-product space F� of functions. We describethe construction of such a space in the next section and introduce the ex-ponentially decaying positive de�nite radial basis functions that generate theSobolew spaces W k2 (IRd). Then we represent the norm of the error functionalof a general linear quasi-interpolation method on such a space by a numeri-cally accessible power function. Finally, we evaluate the power functions thatarise from interpolation with a radial basis function �I on a space F�S de-�ned by a di�erent radial basis function �S . Inspection of the results leads toa number of open questions for further research.x2. Spaces Generated By Radial Basis FunctionsWe assume the radial basis function � to be conditionally positive de�-nite of order q on IRd in the sense of De�nition 1, and we now construct anassociated function space F� using ideas from Madych and Nelson [11].Let 
 � IRd be given, and let V be the set of all pairs (�;X) with thefollowing properties:X = fx1; : : : ; xNXg � 
 � IRd; jXj = NX(�;X) satis�es (4); andX satis�es (6):To avoid pathological cases we assume 
 to be large enough to contain atleast one set X satisfying (6), to make sure that V is non-empty. Then wede�ne the set F� := P dq + ff�;X j (�;X) 2 V g (7)



4 Robert Schabackwith functions f�;X(x) := NXXj=1�j�(x � xj ); (�;X) 2 V (8)de�ned on all of IRd. Note that V depends on 
, and that this fact inducesa subtle dependence of F� on 
 which still is a mystery except for the case
 = IRd, treated in detail by Madych and Nelson in [12]. Since F� contains all�nite linear combinations of translates of �(x) with coe�cients satisfying (4)and X satisfying (6), the space F� and its closures under di�erent topologiesare very natural candidates to study radial basis function approximation andinterpolation. Here, we avoid to take closures, because they turn out to beirrelevant to our purposes. We rather investigate (7) as it is via the followingLemma 1. The sum in (7) is direct, and F� is a vector space over IR. Fur-thermore, each function f 2 F� has a unique representationf = p+ f�;X with (�;X) 2 V; p 2 P dq :Proof: Assume that the function (8) is a polynomial p 2 P dq . Then (4) implies0 = NXXk=1�kp(xk)= NXXj;k=1�j�k�(xj � xk)and � must vanish because � is conditionally positive de�nite of order q.Let two functions f�;X and f�;Y with (�;X); (�; Y ) 2 V be given. With-out loss of generality we assumeW := X [ Y =: fw1; : : : ; wNW g� Z := X \ Y =: fw1; : : : ; wNZg= fx1; : : : ; xNZg = fy1; : : : ; yNZg;where all of the sets X; Y; Z; and W contain pairwise distinct points. Thenwe can represent the sum of f�;X and f�;Y asNZXj=1(�j + �j)�(x � wj) + NXXj=NZ+1�j�(x � xj ) + NYXj=NZ+1�j�(x � yj ):On all polynomials p 2 P dq we getNZXj=1(�j + �j)p(wj ) + NXXj=NZ+1�jp(xj) + NYXj=NZ+1�jp(yj) =NZXj=1�jp(xj) + NXXj=NZ+1�jp(xj ) + NZXj=1�jp(yj) + NYXj=NZ+1�jp(yj) = 0;



Radial Basis Functions 5which proves that the sum of f�;X and f�;Y is representable in the form f;Wwith a suitable vector  2 IRNW such that (;W ) 2 V . The last assertionfollows from a similar decomposition argument applied to the di�erence oftwo representations of a function f 2 F�.On the space F� in (7) we now de�ne the bilinear form(p + f�;X ; r + f�;Y )� := NXXj=1NYXk=1�j�k�(xj � yk); (9)where p and r are arbitrary polynomials from P dq . Lemma 1 makes sure thatthis de�nition is consistent. Of course one can complete the pre-Hilbert spaceF�=P dq into a rather interesting space of (generalized) functions on IRd, butwe refer the reader to Madych and Nelson [11,12,13] for details which are notrelevant here.x3. Radial Basis Functions for Sobolew SeminormsWe have seen that any conditionally positive de�nite function de�nes aninner product on a space of functions on IRd. Conversely, one can ask for theradial basis functions that possibly generate a given inner product. The mostprominent example would be the inner products generating Sobolew spacesW k2 (IRd) of functions having generalized derivatives up to order k on IRd.Theorem 1. For k > d=2 the inner product of Sobolew space W k2 (IRd) isgiven by (9) and (1) with the positive de�nite function�(r) = 2�k�(k)Kk�d=2(2�r) � rk�d=2 (10)de�ned via the Macdonalds (or spherical Bessel) function K� .Proof: The inner product of W k2 (IRd) can be written in the form(f; g)Wk2 (IRd) = ZIRd f̂ (!)ĝ(!)(1 + k!k22)kd!using Fourier transforms (see Yosida [23], p. 155, eq. (30)). Now ifd�(�)(!) = (1 + k!k22)�k; (11)and if the inverse Fourier transform can be taken, then(f�;X ; f�;Y )� = NXX̀=1NYXj=1�`�j�(x` � yj );= (2�)�dZIRdd�(�)(!)NXX̀=1�`eix`�! NYXj=1�je�iyj �!d!= (2�)�dZIRd f̂�;X(!)f̂�;Y (!)(1 + k!k22)kd!



6 Robert Schabackcoincides with the inner product in Sobolew space. For k > d=2 the equation(11) has the solution (10). To prove this, combine p. 21 of Oberhettinger [16]with p. 158 of Stein and Weiss [19]. The radial basis function in (10) decaysexponentially at in�nity, behaves like a polynomial of degree 2k � d near zero,and is conditionally positive de�nite of order zero. See e.g.: Abramowitz andStegun [1] for properties of Bessel functions. For spaces of odd dimension d, theradial basis function (10) can be calculated recursively in terms of monomialsand the exponential function. In even dimensions the recursion starts at Besselfunctions of index 0 and 1, which are readily available in any software package.At this point we do not comment on the possible closures of F� for variouschoices of 
. An additional density argument will be needed for the proof ofF� = W k2 (
), which may be di�cult for peculiar cases, e.g., 
 being �nite,compact, or of dimension less that d.x4. Error of Quasi-Interpolants on Radial Function SpacesNow for any (�; Y ) 2 V we can de�ne a linear functional'�;Y (f) := NYXj=1�jf(yj )that vanishes on P dq by (4) and satis�es'�;Y (f�;X) = NYXj=1NXXk=1�j�k�(xk � yj )= (f�;Y ; f�;X)�= '�;X(f�;Y ) (12)for all (�;X) 2 V . Thus '�;Y is a continuous linear functional on F� withrespect to the seminorm j � j� induced by the bilinear form (�; �)�. Its corre-sponding norm is k'�;Y k� = jf�;Y j�;because its representer via the bilinear form is f�;Y . The square of this normcan be explicitly evaluated ask'�;Y k2� = jf�;Y j2�= NYXj=1NYXk=1�j�k�(yk � yj): (13)Now we specialize '�;Y to be the error functional of some quasi-interpolantsf;u;X(x) := NXXi=1ui(x)f(xi) (14)



Radial Basis Functions 7that depends only on the data of a function f on a set X = fx1; : : : ; xNXgand which is exact on P dq . Here, the point x is �xed in 
 nX and the valuesu1(x); : : : ; uNX(x) are just real numbers. We set Y := X [ fxg and � :=(1;�u1(x); : : : ;�uNX(x)) 2 IRNX+1 to get (�; Y ) 2 V from the exactness ofthe quasi-interpolant (14) on P dq . Then we use (13) to derive the error bound(f(x) � sf;u;X(x))2 �jf j2� �(0)� 2NXXi=1ui(x)�(x � xi)+ NXXi=1NXXj=1ui(x)uj (x)�(xi � xj)1Afor all f 2 F�. We callPX;u;�(x) := �(0)� 2NXXi=1ui(x)�(x � xi)+ NXXi;j=1ui(x)uj(x)�(xi � xj)1A1=2 (15)the power function of the quasi-interpolant (14), because it precisely describesthe quality of the quasi-interpolant at x. This is reminiscent of the notion ofa power function of a statistical decision function.Theorem 2. Let the radial basis function � be conditionally positive de�niteof order q on IRd in the sense of De�nition 1. Then any quasi-interpolant (14)that is exact on P dq satis�essupf2F�nPdq jf(x) � sf;u;X(x)jjf j� = PX;u;�(x): (16)Discussion:1. The sup in (16) can be extended to the Hilbert space completion of F�without change of PX;u;�(x). This is why we do not care about comple-tions in this paper.2. Though F� will depend on the domain 
, the right-hand side of (16) isindependent of 
, which is a rather startling fact at �rst sight. It canbe explained by the observation that the sup is attained for the specialfunction fx(y) := �(x � y)� NXXj=1ui(x)�(xi � y)which is in F� and its completion whenever Y := X [ fxg is containedin 
.3. The expression (15) for the power function PX;u;�(x) can be numericallyevaluated at any x where the quasi-interpolant is de�ned. This allows aconvenient numerical comparison between di�erent quasi-interpolants onthe same space F�. We shall do this in section 6.



8 Robert Schabackx5. Optimal Interpolants on Radial Function SpacesFollowing Wu and Schaback [22] we now optimize the function (15) withrespect to the NX real variables u1(x); : : : ; uNX (x) under the constraints ofexactness on P dq , which read asp`(x) = NXXj=1uj(x)p`(xj ); 1 � ` � Q:This yields a �nite-dimensional convex optimization problem with linear con-straints, and the solution vector u�1(x); : : : ; u�NX (x) with Lagrange multipliersv�1(x); : : : ; v�Q(x) is characterized by the necessary and su�cient optimalityconditions �A�;X PXPTX 0 ��u�(x)v�(x)� = �R(x)S(x)� (17)with vectorsR(x) := (�(x � x1); : : : ;�(x � xNX ))T ; S(x) := (p1(x); : : : ; pQ(x))Tand matrices as in (5). Thus (17) is uniquely solvable for all x 2 IRd, andsince for x = xj the right-hand side coincides with the j-th column of thecoe�cient matrix, we get u�i (xj ) = �ij . This provesTheorem 3. Among all linear quasi-interpolants of the form (14) that areexact on P dq and have data points in X, the radial basis function interpolationwith centers in X is pointwise optimal with respect to minimization of thefunction (16).Classical spline theory would minimize the seminorm induced by (9) un-der all interpolants in the space F�. This variational approach was used inthe radial basis function context by Duchon [3,4,5] and Madych and Nelson[11,12,13]. It isa) a minimization of a \smoothness functional"b) on an in�nite-dimensional spacec) under all interpolants in the space,while the approach of Wu and Schaback [22] isa) a minimization of the norm of the pointwise error functionalb) on a �nite-dimensional spacec) under all quasi-interpolants that need not necessarily lie in the space.Under general conditions these two approaches are not equivalent. Togive a short account of the relation between the two problems, we include asimple proof ofTheorem 4. The optimal radial basis function interpolant in the sense ofTheorem 3 is also optimal with respect to the minimization of the seminorminduced by (9) under all interpolants in the space F�.



Radial Basis Functions 9Proof: The optimal interpolant sf;X to a function f with data on X whichminimizes the seminorm induced by (9) is characterized by the usual interpo-lation conditions and the property(sf;X ; g)� = (sf;X ; f�;Y )� = 0for all g = p + f�;Y 2 F� with (�; Y ) 2 V that vanish on X. It su�ces toshow that this orthogonality condition is satis�ed by the interpolant s�f;X =f��;X + p� of the form (3) with (��;X) 2 V . But with (12) we easily get(s�f;X ; g)� = (s�f;X ; f�;Y )�= (f�� ;X ; f�;Y )�= '��;X(f�;Y )= '��;X(g)= 0:We note that Laurent [10] has a beautiful result that guarantees equiv-alence of the two variational approaches considered here, provided that theyboth have solutions and that they are based on inner-product spaces. Goingfurther back, the minimization of the norm of the representer of a linear func-tional on a Hilbert space dates seems to have been started by Golomb andWeinberger [7] and was carried forth by a series of others, including de Boorand Lynch [2], Sard [17], Larkin [9], and Dyn [6]. Somewhat related to thisapproach is the theory of optimal recovery, as given by Micchelli and Rivlinin [15]. x6. Numerical ResultsWe now perform numerical comparisons between di�erent radial basisfunction interpolations on di�erent spaces. Each space will be de�ned via aradial basis function �S , and each interpolation will be carried out with a ra-dial basis function �I , where the corresponding orders of conditional positivede�niteness are qS and qI , respectively.We do not compare the interpolants themselves, but evaluate the func-tions (15). This will require qI � qS , because the exactness order of the inter-polant must at least equal the order of positive de�niteness of the radial basisfunction de�ning the space (see the hypothesis of Theorem 2). Otherwise theinterpolation error at x simply is not a continuous linear functional on thespace in question. Tables 1 and 2 thus will have no entries in case qI < qS .If �S = �I, there will be no better interpolant on F�S because of Theo-rem 3. We underlined these cases in Tables 1 and 2.The numerical results were obtained in space dimension d = 1 for simplic-ity. The sets X contained 2n points in [�1;+1] with spacing h := 2=(2n� 1),and we set x = 0 to evaluate (15). Table 2 contains the actual values of (15)



10 Robert Schabackfor n = 50 being �xed, while Table 1 gives approximate error orders pIS forinterpolation with �I in F�S in the sense that (15) behaves like O(hpIS ) forh! 0. Spaces ) Mq i.Mq r3 W 22 r1 W 12Interpolations + qS = 1 qS = 0 qS = 2 qS = 0 qS = 1 qS = 0Mq, qI = 1 1 1 - 1.5 0.5 0.5Mq, qI = 2 1 1 1.5 1.5 0.5 0.5i.Mq, qI = 0 - 1 - 1.5 - 0.5i.Mq, qI = 1 1 1 - 1.5 0.5 0.5i.Mq, qI = 2 1 1 1.5 1.5 0.5 0.5r3, qI = 2 4.0 4.0 1:5 1.5 0.5 0.5W 22 , qI = 2 4.0 4.0 1.5 1.5 0.5 0.5W 22 , qI = 0 - 4.0 - 1:5 - 0.5r1, qI = 1 2 2 - 1.5 0:5 0.5W 12 , qI = 1 2 2 - 1.5 0.5 0.5W 12 , qI = 0 - 2 - 1.5 - 0:5Table 1. Estimated convergence orders.Mq = Multiquadrics with � = 1=2i.Mq = inverse Multiquadrics, � = �1=2W k2 = Sobolew functionSpaces ) Mq i.Mq r3 W 22 r1 W 12Interpolations + qS = 1 qS = 0 qS = 2 qS = 0 qS = 1 qS = 0Mq, qI = 1 0:002178 0.061979 - 0.001675 0.155065 0.206437Mq, qI = 2 0.002178 0.061979 0.003082 0.001675 0.155065 0.206437i.Mq, qI = 0 - 0:061883 - 0.001665 - 0.205494i.Mq, qI = 1 0.002182 0.061883 - 0.001665 0.154357 0.205494i.Mq, qI = 2 0.002182 0.061833 0.003064 0.001665 0.154357 0.205494r3, qI = 2 0.002672 0.070031 0:002986 0.001623 0.148943 0.198287W 22 , qI = 2 0.002672 0.070038 0.002986 0.001623 0.148941 0.198284W 22 , qI = 0 - 0.070038 - 0:001623 - 0.198284r1, qI = 1 0.010857 0.182091 - 0.002215 0:142857 0.190178W 12 , qI = 1 0.010893 0.182285 - 0.002230 0.148941 0.190178W 12 , qI = 0 - 0.182285 - 0.002241 - 0:190178Table 2. Power function value at zero for 50 data points.There are some remarkable observations to be made from the tables:1. Quasi-optimal convergence: Nonoptimal interpolation processes with ra-dial basis functions �I on spaces de�ned by radial basis functions �S 6=�I seem to achieve the order of the optimal interpolation on F�S if theoptimal orders satisfy pII � pSS . That is, radial basis function inter-polants that are optimal on small and very smooth spaces apparently arequasi-optimal on larger and less smooth spaces.



Radial Basis Functions 112. Superconvergence: On even smoother spaces than their native space, aradial basis function interpolant may show an even better behavior. Thatis, nonoptimal interpolation processes with radial basis functions �I onspaces de�ned by radial basis functions �S 6= �I achieve a higher orderthan their optimal order on their basic space, if pII < pSS .3. There is hardly any di�erence induced by variations of the polynomialorders qI and qS . The only visible deviation is in the last two entries ofthe W 22 column of Table 2.4. The values of (15) are astonishingly close to each other and to the optimalvalue.The �rst two observations can be commented within the context of clas-sical one-dimensional natural splines, which also solve a variational problemand which are a special case of the theory of this paper. On the Sobolew spaceHk2 [�1;+1] with seminorm jf j2k := kf (k)k22, the natural polynomial splines oforder 2k are optimal and have the optimal error order k�1=2, which is a sat-uration order (see Schumaker [18]). Natural splines of higher order 2n > 2kattain this order on Hk2 [�1;+1], too, and are quasi-optimal in the sense ofthe �rst observation. On the space C2k[a; b], however, natural splines of order2k will have an error order 2k in the interior of the domain, and this phe-nomenon was called superconvergence in the second observation. Since 2k is asaturation order on C2k[a; b], no improvement is possible in this special case.These facts were proven by Swartz and Varga in [20] for the univariate splinecase, but there is no proof so far for multivariate splines or general radialbasis functions. This raises the question of saturation orders and saturationspaces for general cases of radial basis function interpolation. The underlinedoptimal orders pII for �S = �I were theoretically proven by Madych andNelson [11,12,13] and Wu and Schaback [22].Of course, the above experiments were only done in the interior of thedomain and for uniform meshes. Performance may be quite di�erent if theseassumptions are not satis�ed. The classical spline case teaches us that thebehavior near the boundary will not show superconvergence, and there issome theoretical investigation under way that suggests quasi-optimality to bedependent on asymptotically quasi-uniform meshes.x7. References1. Abramowitz, M., and I. A. Stegun,Handbook of Mathematical Functions,Dover, New York 19702. de Boor, C., and R. E. Lynch, On splines and their minimum properties,J. Math. Mech15 (1966), 953{9693. Duchon, J., Interpolation des fonctions de deux variables suivant le prin-cipe de la exion des plaques minces, RAIRO Anal. Num. 10 (1976),5{124. Duchon, J., Splines minimizing rotation-invariant seminorms in Sobolevspaces, in Constructive Theory of Functions in Several Variables, W.
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